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Dicte 2019 Master DON’T EDIT
In this study we want to map your everyday experiences and use of ICT. Your response to these
questions is very important for us when planning for the teaching of digital competence. All information
gathered through this survey will be treated in accordance with ethical guidelines and will be treated
anonymously.
We ask you to reply as honestly as possible.
Thank you for participating by finding the time to answer these questions.

1) * My university is
University of Limerick (4-year undergraduate)
University of Limerick (PME)
University of Malta (Primary)
University of Malta (Secondary)
Universitat de València
OsloMet (MGLU 1 - 7)
OsloMet (MGLU 5 - 10)
Universitetet i Oslo

2) * Age
Under 20

21 - 25

26 -30

Over 30

3) * Gender
Female
Male
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4) "As a teacher I should be digitally competent because,..". Please complete below:

0/4000

5) Rate your competence when it comes to using:
Neither
good
Very
nor
Very
Good Good poor Poor poor
word processor (e.g. Word, Pages, Google Docs)
spreadsheet (e.g. Excel, Numbers, Google Spreadsheet)
presentation tools (e.g. PowerPoint, Keynote, Google
Presentation)
image processing
video editing
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6) Rate your competence when it comes to using
Neither
good
Very
nor
Very
Good Good poor Poor poor
Digital collaborative writing tools
Systems for cloud storing of !les
Social media
Email
Online discussion groups

7) Rate you competence when it comes to using
Neither
good
Very
nor
Very
Good Good poor Poor poor
Learning management systems (e.g. Canvas, It's Learning,
Moodle)
Tools for creating content
Tools for interactive whiteboards (e.g. SmartBoard, Promethean)
Tools for creating graphical representations
Educational games
Student response systems (e.g. Kahoot, Socrative…)

Please identify the most correct answer
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8) * A pupil has created a text with images copied from Wikipedia. Can the pupil publish the
text with the images on the Internet (e.g. on Facebook or blog) ?
No, the pupil needs consent from the copyright owner of the images
Yes, all images on the Internet can be republished
Yes, the images on Wikipedia are published under a free licence
No, it's not legal to publish images from Wikipedia
I don't know

Please identify the most correct answer
9) * What does "this email is encrypted" mean?
It means that the email is infected by a virus
It means that the information in the email is protected
It means that it is not possible to know who sent the email
It means that the email is sent through a secret server
I don't know

Please identify the most correct answer
10) * Who owns the copyright on an assignment produced by a pupil at school?
The teacher
The pupil
The guardian/parent
The school/Institution
I don't know

Please identify the most correct answer
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11) * Creative Commons is ...
a non-pro!t arrangement that o"ers an alternative to full copyright
not commonly used as online content is always the property of the one who creates it
a system for letting people sell online content
online content that is de!ned by copyright and can not be used in school/university
I don't know

Please identify the most correct answer
12) * Can someone track down which websites you have visited?
Yes, it is possible to track but only if I accept it
It is possible to track, but only if someone borrows my computer or mobile
There are many (companies and organizations) that track what I do on the Internet
Yes, but only when I use wireless network
I don't know

13) * Can you trust information from online encyclopaedias (e.g. Webster, Encyclopaedia
Britannica) ?
Yes, I can always trust articles from on online encyclopaedias
Yes, I can trust articles from popular online encyclopaedias with many likes
Yes, but I am always critical of information - no matter what encyclopaedias I use
Yes, I can trust articles from online encyclopaedias with a lot of citations
I don't know

Please identify the most correct answer
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14) * Can you remove an image you have posted online?
Yes, it is always possible to remove an image that I have posted online
Yes, it is possible if it is my own image
Yes, I can ask the webpage administrator to remove the image
Yes, but it can be di#cult to remove an image because others may have reposted a copy
I don't know

15) * Who is the owner of the images you post on your Facebook pro!le?
It is Facebook that owns my images
I own the images, but Facebook is fully entitled to use these images
Nobody owns the images I post on my Facebook pro!le
Anyone on Facebook can use my images
I don't know

16) * Can you delete your Facebook pro!le and all images you have posted?
Yes, but it costs money
Yes, I can delete my pro!le, but not all my images
Yes, but I need permission from my friends to delete my pro!le and images
Yes, I can delete all images, but not my pro!le
I don't know
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17) * Can you republish an image downloaded from an image-sharing service on the Internet
(such as Instagram, Pinterest)?
No, images on image-sharing services can not be republished on the Internet
Yes, all the images on image-sharing services can be republished on the Internet
Yes, but only if the image is licensed for free use
Yes, an image downloaded from the Internet can be republished if the owner is not known
I don't know

18) * Rate your competence in relation to
Neither
Very

good
nor

Very

good Good

poor

Poor poor

applying copyright rules online
applying privacy rules online
detecting cyber bullying
take action if someone posts an unwanted image of me on the
internet
evaluate the credibility of digital information
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19) Respond to the following statements: The use of computers, tablets or mobile during
studies,
Neither
agree
Strongly
agree

nor

Strongly

Agree disagree Disagree disagree

support my understanding of a topic
is helpful for me when learning subjects
makes me want to learn
makes it easier for me to learn
steal time I could use to understand a topic
disturbs me when learning subjects
makes me prolong schoolwork
leads me o" studies activities
gives me sore eyes
leads to headache
leads to pain in arms and shoulders
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20) Respond to the following statements: When it comes to online information:
Neither
agree
Strongly
nor
Strongly
agree Agree disagree Disagree disagree
I judge if the information is relevant for my purpose
I check if the publisher of the information is
trustworthy
I consider the credibility of the author(s)
I am determined to !nd objective information

21) "ICT enhances and/or distracts pupils' from learning?” Please comment below:

0/4000

22) * Respond to the following statements
Very
Always Occasionally Rarely rarely Never
When I share images of friends on social media I ask for
consent
Before I post images on social media, I consider whether
it might have an impact on my teaching career
When I share videos of friends on social media I ask for
consent
Before I post videos on social media, I consider whether
it might have an impact on my teaching career
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23) * Do you agree with the following statements about the use of ICT in teaching at school?:
Neither
agree
Strongly
agree

nor

Strongly

Agree disagree Disagree disagree

reduces pupils' focus on school work
helps pupils to !nd information e"ectively
facilitates collaboration among pupils
encourages pupils' copying from the Internet
contributes to pupils' motivation for learning
enhances pupils' academic achievement
supports pupils' independent learning
challenges classroom management
disrupts classroom cohesion

24) * Do you agree with the following statements:
Neither
agree
Strongly
agree

nor

Strongly

Agree disagree Disagree disagree

A teacher should have a positive attitude towards ICT
A teacher should use ICT in his/her teaching practice
A teacher should use ICT to vary his/her teaching
methods
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